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ROBERT BREZA, VICE PRESIDENT, LYTHAM PARTNERS
Thank you all for joining us for the Fall 2021 investor conference. My name is Robert Breza, Vice 
President of Lytham Partners. Our next panel presentation is titled “Growing Without Borders 
– an International Perspective.”  We have four great presenting companies’ today’s including 
Avicanna’s CEO, Clever Leaves CEO, Delta 9’s CEO and Khiron Life Science’s CEO. 

To get started, I’d like each of the panelists to give us an overview of the company, and which 
country they are selling into the most or where you’re seeing the most success.  I’ll just go 
alphabetically, why don’t you start off with Aras, please go ahead.

ARAS AZADIAN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER & CO-FOUNDER, AVICANNA INC.
Thanks Rob. Is the order alphabetical based on my name or the name of the company?  
The company. Either way we are fi rst, it is a pleasure to be here, thanks for making the time.  
Avicanna is a Canadian Toronto based biopharma company. We’ve been in this industry for 
six years now. 

Our focus initially was drug development, formulation development and over the past years 
we’ve established vertical integration in Colombia with some of our colleagues that are on 
this panel, and we’ve recently started commercialization efforts across a number of different 
channels. The one that is today the most active and I would say the most successful is our 
Canadian commercialization, in terms of our medical products and our skincare products that 
are now across medical channels and adult use channels, so we are quite active within that 
realm. We are also quite active in South America, where we’re selling some of the medical 
products and prescription, some of the products are going into drug registration from a 
pharmaceutical perspective.  While we’re Canadian based in terms of R&D and products were 
South America based in terms of supply chain and manufacturing.  In terms of sales today, 
we’re active in about twelve countries.  We’re starting to see this as a global marketplace.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
Great. Thank you very much, Kyle. You’re next alphabetically.

KYLE DETWILER CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CLEVER LEAVES
All right, great.  Thanks, Rob, for having us here so I am Kyle Detwiler the CEO of Clever Leaves, 
Clever Leaves is a NASDAQ listed cannabis company. We’re probably best known as a B2B 
operator in the sector, the most recognizable asset that we have is our Colombian operation. 
It is Latin America’s only EU GMP certifi ed operation.  We have about 1.8 million square feet of 
active greenhouse down there. We also have a Portuguese operation on 9 million square feet 
of land and about 110,000 square feet of a greenhouse.  We have a smattering of investments in 
Germany, our products importation companies which we can talk about why those important 
later.  We also have a second division outside of our cannabis division, which is the nutraceutical 
division, that business is based around a nutraceutical company in Phoenix, Arizona that we 
acquired about two years ago so hopefully that’s a quick overview.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
Kyle that sounds great.  John, I’ll turn it over to you.
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JOHN ARBUTHNOT, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, DELTA 9 CANNABIS
Thanks, Robert. My name is John Arbuthnot.  I’m the CEO of Delta 9 Cannabis. Our principal 
focus is the Canadian market, we are based in Winnipeg, Manitoba and one of Canada’s 
oldest cannabis companies, we have been operating in the medical side of the industry back 
to 2013. Producing medical cannabis products within the MMPR program and distributing 
those medical patients across the country. Obviously, the Canadian market has evolved quite 
a bit from 2013. We now participate in the recreational and medical side of the industry. One 
of the few diversifi ed names in the Canadian space and we are licensed by Health Canada for 
cultivation processing, product manufacturing and distribution across six Canadian provinces 
selling Delta 9 branded products across the country. We’re also a licensed retailer currently 
operating 16 brick and mortar retail stores with direct consumer online sales in two provincial 
markets, so we do vertically integrate ourselves in the recreational space, right to the end 
consumer.  We also operate a business-to-business segments, which is effectively sales of our 
proprietary growing platform, our “grow pods,” which includes sales of cultivation equipment, 
sales of cannabis genetics, and providing consulting and licensing services to other licensed 
and pre licensed cannabis businesses, so that consider the more picks and shovels side of the 
industry.  We do have several international opportunities in front of us as well, sales of our 
Grow Pods, cannabis, and cannabis genetics. More on the medical side of the industry and 
international markets as we are building out facilities using that that picks and shovels side 
of our business internationally. So, again, Delta 9 is a more diversifi ed approach on, the Global 
Canadian space.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
Perfect. Alvaro your next, please go ahead.

ALVARO TORRESS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND CO-FOUNDER KHIRON LIFE SCIENCES
Thank you, Rob. Thank you, for having us here.  It’s always great to be at these types of events 
and it’s always nice to see the rest of the guys here, we haven’t been able to see each other in 
quite some time. So, thank you for that. 

My name is Alvaro Torres I am the Co-Founder and CEO of Khiron. Khiron is a global, B2C 
medical cannabis company focused on building demand and being able to provide access 
to medical cannabis solutions for our patients in the market that we’re targeting. We are 
based in Colombia, were vertically integrated in the sense that we start by having our own 
network of clinics, from which we are driving most of our prescriptions and those clinics allow 
us to build up evidence that’s allowing us to convince more doctors and increasing more and 
more demand. 

We are one of the fi rst companies that started selling cannabis in Colombia. We are now selling 
in Colombia, in Peru, in Brazil, Germany, and in the UK all of these are fi nished Khiron branded 
products. We believe that the international opportunity is very big, and we are in very early 
stages. We also believe that our ability to access patients and convince doctors is going to be 
the key differentiator in the future, and we’re very excited about what’s happening in the rest 
of the countries in Latin America and EMEA. We now have Clinics in; Colombia, we have them 
in Peru, we’re opening one up in Rio very soon and one in London as well as Mexico in the next 
couple of months so we’re very excited to grow and to see that the world is now embracing 
more and more medical cannabis, which is really our focus.
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ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
Maybe I’ll just start off with one question for each of the companies.  I’ll start with you, Kyle, 
when you look at the operations you have in Colombia and Portugal, I know you shipped to like 
15 different countries. What would you say you’ve seen the most over the last 12 to 24 months 
were in terms of upside is with countries you’re focused on? Where do you think you’ll see the 
most upside?

KYLE DETWILER, CLEVER LEAVES
Well geographically I’d say we look mostly at four different countries, Germany, Israel, Brazil, 
and Australia. Each one of those markets has different characteristics, Germany is a largely 
fl ower market, partially an extract market but fully EU GMP market.  Israel is mostly fl ower, 
very few extracts, but not quite EU GMP but more of like an Israeli version of GMP.  Brazil is 
extracts only, and it’s very, very, pharmaceutical registration process down there, that has its 
own kind of Latin American quirks. Australia is a bit of a mix, and so we’re selling both kinds 
of, extracts and fl owers to those markets.  I think each one of those four you could spend, 20 
minutes talking about the ins and outs of those, but I think they’re probably the most exciting.  
Mexico we are starting to see some movement, I am calling in from our headquarters in Florida, 
and there’s a part of me that thinks that the US could be around a corner too, but probably 
those four international geographies tare our main focus.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
Aras, I know you just made a big export to Ecuador. I know that you’ve got quite a few countries. 
Where have you seen the most success and how do you think about, starting with the fi rst 
country to the last country? What have you learned from number one through 12 that would 
be interesting or notable for investors to think about what you’ve learned through that hard 
work process?

ARAS AZADIAN, AVICANNA INC.
I think the guys here would agree that there are all different requirements or regulations in 
the process. They’re all different, the Ecuador export, which was relatively smaller one, actually, 
but because of our TSX senior exchange listing every time we enter a new market, we have to 
press release it. It’s their way of showing that what we’re doing is legal and there’s an interesting 
process we go through.  In terms of market opportunities for us, our focus, I would say today is 
in the Canadian marketplace, in the South American marketplace as a general continent, and 
then the United States.   In the United States we’re active with our skincare live “Pura” product in 
Europe, we have a collaboration with an NBA great Al Harrington’s brand “re+PLAY,” in Canada.  
The US is a really interesting opportunity because of the skincare topical CBD area and that’s as 
far as we’ll take it because we’re not in the business of pissing off the FDA. But when it comes 
to the Canadian marketplace and John can agree with me, I’m sure on this, it’s a much more 
established market,  there’s 1,000 skews, there’s now 1,000 dispensaries in Ontario province 
alone, it’s a great playground to put out more advanced, more proprietary products, is what 
we’ve done, we’ve learned a lot from that experience being the adult use channel, being in the 
medical channel, and within the adult use channel for selling medical products so. Canada is a 
really good playground for us to learn more about the products but also to generate data that 
helps you guide your clinical development. 
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ARAS AZADIAN, AVICANNA INC. (CONT.)
Finally, South America, I would probably say me, Kyle, and Alvaro hear probably represents 50% 
of the business that’s done in the Latin American continent. And by the time that continent 
grows, and it reaches, what they project it to do, approximately $4 or $5 billion cannabis-based 
medicine market. If we have a portion of that, the companies going to be very successful.  Latin 
American is at very early stages, and very few companies have been able to successfully build 
the infrastructure to be able to be ready for the future. But for us, what we’ve seen in the last six 
months is a fast-emerging market and that is very exciting to be there.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
That’s great, Alvaro, I’ll turn it over to you next, I know you’ve been selling cannabis into the 
six countries you named earlier. What do you think you’re EMEA revenue is, knowing that as 
Aras just pointed out, the three of you (Kyle, yourself, and him) represent a large majority in 
Latin America? What are your plans in Europe, and how do you see them, relative to the Latin 
America?

ALVARO TORRES, KHIRON LIFE SCIENCES
Well, I think that they were a branded company that is patient focused company. We started 
selling in Colombia Q2 of last year.  In the last year, we’ve been growing 72% quarter over quarter 
in medical cannabis sales. We started selling in European around December and March in 
Germany. And those sales now represent 20 to 40% of our entire medical cannabis sales for 
a quarter like what’s happening right now in Q3. The way that we’re looking at our business 
is more about how do we go after the patient, how do we educate that doctor, and then we 
work backwards to fi nd the right suppliers that can help us to be able to produce the products 
that the patients are looking for. But because of the stickiness of our business model to the 
education, and even in the UK and now that we’re going to build/have clinics will be driving a 
lot of growth. That’s important for us because it helps use eliminate a lot of risks that happened 
by working overseas, such as currency, political risks.  When you start to look at a company like 
ours that were just recently starting into Europe and gaining so much ground. that growth 
that we’re having in Europe is also coupled with a very strong profi tability. And I think a year 
from now probably sales will be 50/50 considering that we’re going to enter Mexico very soon, 
which is a very big market. And we already started in Brazil last quarter we’re opening a clinic 
there soon to continue to do our growth. All of that combined helps us to create a lot of data, to 
be able to present it to more doctors, convince more doctors about the quality of the products 
that we have. Even if they are not produced by us, we now have a very effi cient supply chain 
that allows us to get really high-quality products. Right now, we source everything in Europe 
within Europe. But in Khiron, I will honestly tell you the more that Latin American is starting to 
open up companies will start to look at some better options. But the market that we’re building 
as members and the impact that it’s having on our growth is actually very, very positive for us.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
Great. John, you’ve been very instrumental in kind of transforming the industry from medical 
to recreational use and one of the oldest in Canada. Yet now you’re moving in a new direction 
as well with the grow pods. Can you talk to us about the opportunity to see with grow pods 
specifi cally as it relates to Canada? Also from the international market, how you see that 
business growing?
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JOHN ARBUTHNOT, DELTA 9 CANNABIS
Our infrastructure business or our B2B businesses, is an interesting play. You don’t see 
many Canadian companies focus or even tip toe into that space. It started with Canadian 
legalization, obviously a wave of build outs in cannabis facilities across the country. Huge 
amount of interest in our “Grow Pod” platform is a really a turnkey - Health Canada compliance 
already Health Canada licensed platform for operators to get in and build out facilities.  Built 
out over 2,000 facilities here in Canada to date, using that platform.  We now have now started 
to see interest, internationally. We built up facilities last year in the US, in Michigan and Maine. 
We’re currently contracted on facilities in Montana and Illinois. It’s funny every time a US state 
legalizes medical or recreational cannabis, we start to see an infl ux of inbound emails and 
interest and engagement on additional buildouts and facilities.

We’re looking to position ourselves out in front of US legalization as we anticipate a very similar 
growth curve in the US market and build out of millions of square feet of cultivation space. 
Likely to ramp up over the next few years, we’ve now built out almost a half a million square 
feet of licensed cultivation space across North America. We’re even seeing exposure to growth 
in the US market in advance of federal legalization, which I know is a tricky spot for a lot of TSX 
or mainboard, NASDAQ, New York Stock Exchange listed companies.  This gives us interesting 
exposure to international growth opportunities where if it’s not cannabis touching activities, 
there’s still upside exposure for us through that B2B segment.  I’m an interested in take on 
international exposure in the cannabis space.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
I’ll go back to Kyle here. What, would you say has been one of the biggest misconceptions 
from the public market investors point of view on the international market? Where you fi nd 
yourself having to spend time with investors, convincing them that the international market is 
signifi cantly different from the United States and Canada, for that matter?

KYLE DETWILER, CLEVER LEAVES
Yeah, there’s probably a couple of big differences. I usually answer a question like that by saying, 
okay, take everything about, the US recreational business from that dispensary when you 
went to Las Vegas and forget it. Like when you walked into a pharmacy in Berlin, none of 
those rules apply. There is no free pass just because cannabis is a new industry that cannabis 
has looser regulations than the Lipitor or Crimea or other pharmaceutical products that sit 
on the same shelf. That’s where this famous EU GMP certifi cation and all of these other know 
Narcotics Control import procedures come into play, your product has got to stand right next to 
the big pharma companies. That means, if you ever have a recall, you could be criminally liable. 
There’s a lot of things that go into pharmaceutical standards that cannabis companies aren’t 
used to dealing with. One of them would be oversight by the FDA, which I think is frankly an 
inevitability. But we’re getting a look at what a federally legal system in a highly functioning 
pharmaceutical environment like Germany, Brazil, Australia, or Israel, can look like so that’s, 
number one, that’s probably the biggest difference. 

Number two, be patient. International pharmaceutical projects take years. We started to look 
at one of our, Brazilian partnerships that partnership began, four years ago. Supply agreements 
got put into place about two years ago, they were signed, about a year ago, and we might sell 
the product within the next, few quarters right they take a really, really long time so it’s not for 
everyone. It requires big balance sheets, requires patience, and it requires, foresight.
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KYLE DETWILER, CLEVER LEAVES (CONT.)
But the third thing which I think is now what’s the exciting part is the pharmaceutical 
business is a lot stickier, go listen to Miguel’s (CEO-Aurora Cannabis) call yesterday about 
the Aurora business and he’s highlighting the International Medical businesses, potentially 
the one of the crown jewels of Aurora. Now, think about, where does that stickiness come 
from. If Clever Leaves is the supplier to somebody like EPI Farms in Germany or a Greencare in 
Brazil, our products are integrated into basically like a pharmaceutical monograph or dossier. 
If you want to change one thing, if Clever Leaves wanted to change the strain that was being 
used to extract the product that would require a whole new recertifi cation, new stability data, 
new product validation, new product registration. So that’s internally within Clever Leaves, so 
to move it to another pharmaceutical supplier, would be even more tricky assuming there was 
another one that had the same formulations that GMP certifi cations whatever else it entails. 
As you think about okay what’s the more valuable business dollar for dollar, I would argue 
that pharmaceutical revenue is because of that sickness, trades at a higher multiple so this 
is a bizarre fact that most people aren’t aware of. But in the pharma space, the branded 
pharma company might trade at 8 to 10 times EBITDA.  A low-cost generic company might 
trade at 15 to 20 times EBITDA because of the value of that cost structure. But if you look 
into contract drug manufacturing organizations or contract drug manufacture CDMOs 
they might trade even north of that because their supply chain is almost more valuable 
than any one molecule right because as long as a drug is sold that fi ts that profi le, that the 
ingredients involved in there are not many companies that can do it so. That is sort of, a different 
perspective right it’s less about that celebrity endorsement, or how good is that retail location 
is, how close to the biggest strip are you? It’s more about how good is your drug dossier how 
good is your stability data? Do you have the proper pharmaceutical due diligence procedures 
in place to track the product from seed all the way to patient use in some pharmacy in the 
different countries?    Those are just very different businesses and it’s hard for most people who 
are used to an adult use business or even the Canadian kind of medical industry to understand 
how complicated this international market can be.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
That’s a, great summary. Thank you. Aras, I’d love to touch base with you on a little bit on 
suppliers. How do you work with suppliers? Where do you see the advantage of using them 
and maybe in some cases where it becomes too tricky to not use them? Love to just get your 
perspective as you’re expanding.

ARAS AZADIAN, AVICANNA INC.
Yeah, I think that’s a good segue for both of what Kyle talked about.  I 100% agree with everything 
he covered I mean. I just wanted to touch on the biggest misconception, and I think Kyle nailed 
it.  It’s the US versus the rest of the world really. I imagine for most of the guys on this call we’ve 
been too cannabis for biotech, and we’ve been too biotech for cannabis in many ways. I think 
they look at us and look at the revenues of the company today and they said “Well the guys 
that are there in the US are doing like exponentially larger amounts of revenue” but the answer 
to that is their selling joints. Just because they’re selling cannabis doesn’t mean there in the 
same industry.  I think the main misconception is the fact that we’re all involved in cannabis-
based products all the companies should be measured from the same metrics, and that have 
the same lifespan, that have the same multipliers in their valuation so completely agree with 
all of that.  
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ARAS AZADIAN, AVICANNA INC. (CONT.)
To relate that to your supplier’s question, I mean in South America and for global operations. I 
am the supplier right. I am doing the cultivation the extraction and that’s why we do our own 
cosmetic and medical pharmaceutical products. But in Canada because they’re not allowing us 
to import, I have to outsource the entire process, which I do through several licensed producers. 
We outsource some manufacturing. The challenge for us then is dealing with the Canadian 
regulations but even within the medical side, Canada does not require stability studies, they do 
not require the same level of standards that we actually have to deal with in another country.  
To fi nd licensed producers in Canada that meet those pharmaceutical standards when they 
don’t have to, it’s been a bit of a challenge and that’s been a bit of a process because, yes, it’s the 
same companies that can do pre rolled joints that can do a capsule, but that capsule is going 
to it oncology patients.  We have our products in the biggest hospitals here in Canada, and it’s 
being treated within the same standard. So that’s been the main challenge for us, but I think 
we’ve now identifi ed the right partner that meets those quality specifi cations.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
Great, thank you. I’ll go next to John as you think about your supplier, I guess my question 
would be, then who do you work with, as you partner, or suppliers, how are they to you, to get 
that aspect of delivering of the grow pods on time, etc.

JOHN ARBUTHNOT, DELTA 9 CANNABIS
The equipment side of the business side maybe complex as we do manufacture ourselves and 
with third parties here in Winnipeg and with a facility located in North Dakota as well for the US 
based projects. Supply chain can be a challenge. In the pre-COVID world that was not the case. 
I think almost every industry right now moving into supply chain considerations around parts, 
materials, underlying commodities like steel. Actually, even shipping containers are tough to 
come by right now.  We’re dealing with a number of supply chain considerations, for us it’s, 
fi nding the right materials, right partners, trying to fi nd the demand for our products.  It often, 
takes six to nine months to actually develop a project and then of course once an operator 
decides they really want everything it needs to happen almost immediately so that side of 
our business carries challenges. But I would echo, some of the commentary from the other 
panelists here on the cannabis product side of our business, medical and recreational, we look 
to work with the industry’s leading suppliers. We work with I think all the largest Canadian LPs 
and a lot of the mid-tier folks who are retail chains. Developing those supplier relationships is 
incredibly important. We always try and take a customer centric approach, whether it’s our 
B2B business, our retail, or our wholesale business.  We need to deliver the best products and 
the best prices for great value. At the end of the day, the guys would agree it’s not about 
a celebrity endorsement it’s about that end customer seeing value in the products that 
you you’re producing.  I think the companies that are going to win in the cannabis market 
medical or recreational is the companies that are taking a customer centric approach. 

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
Alvaro, when you think about an entry into these new markets. How much do you depend on 
suppliers, and when you’re looking to enter a new country, how important is to you, knowing 
that your operations are domiciled in Colombia? 
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ALVARO TORRES, KHIRON LIFE SCIENCES
Well, I think we take a very agnostic approach in that we do have a facility in Colombia, it’s very 
high quality. But as everybody knows it’s a small facility, because it’s not my obsession to be 
the largest producer of cannabis. I think our obsession is to fi nd the demand.  

In Latin America and Europe, you face a lot of challenges. How do you convince a patient? 
You have to convince the doctor. The doctor is convinced by evidence. The evidence is 
created by data, the data is created by population, that’s why we are so focus on that patient.
What’s the value of that patient to us? How can we get that high profi tability that we’re able 
to enjoy because we’re trying to offer value added products and services to the patients, and 
they remain loyal to our brand? Today we have a 50%+ retention rate from our patients and 
going up. We’re selling more than the day before and people are getting it because we have 
very high-quality products.  We know how to convince the doctors, the data we produce in 
our clinics. That being said, for example, Europe, because we’re patient focused, we decided, 
what is it the markets looking for? I think Kyle talk about it right, fl ower, oils and of course fi nish 
fl ower and cannabinoid profi le. What is the patient looking for? What is the strength they’re 
looking for? What’s is the quality? How do we educate those doctors? How do we access the 
pharmacy? We then work backwards and fi nd the right supplier relationships that can produce 
for us what we need.  I think the future of the company is certainly going to be less focused on 
the cultivation side of it, because we’re more interested in knowing how do we capture that 
demand. But being an engineer, it was always important to know the process, or you cannot 
subcontract unless you can build it yourself. We do have all the expertise to know exactly what 
we want, and then we can develop with these suppliers like we’re doing right now in Europe, 
with some suppliers, what is the next pipeline of products, knowing that we’re going to take 
care of building that demand. And the more patients that we are able to capture, the more 
value we’re able to provide with a company with very high profi tability. I think, fi ve years from 
now, when we talk about valuations, it’s really going to for me about how much value are you 
producing.  Those are two different strategies, I’m not even sure if they can coexist. 

We’ve never actually wanted to produce everything ourselves.  I think if you look at Latin 
America, particularly in the next three years, every country like Brazil and Mexico, eventually will 
start to cultivate their own brand.  You have to also understand those dynamics and how you’re 
going to play within that. But if you are able to create a demand and having a sticky demand 
and be able to create great profi tability, I think the supply will follow.  Then we have to continue 
to building relationships with different companies, using suppliers, so that they can continue 
to produce what makes our product unique.  What makes our products unique is the data that 
we’re able to collect and the ability we have to be able to bring it to our patients and clinics and 
the be able to generate value.   It’s a different way that we look at it. But I think fi rst comes to 
demand and then comes supply for our business.   There will be good companies, even those 
who are here in this in this region that will be users of data that will be very successful as well.   
For us, we will always be, how do we go after that patient and create that market demand. Still 
very, very early stages to create.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
Perfect, Kyle, wanted to circle back, maybe one last question for you. You talked about the 
international market saying forget what about the US.  What else outside of the impact of 
growing and the regulations, what other barriers or ways that you would educate people, 
relative to like -- we don’t have the safe banking act on the US side -- what other impediments 
are out there from international perspective. Moving cash around, certifying employees, etc. 
The non-cannabis touching aspects of the world that we all operate compared to say a pet 
food company.
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KYLE DETWILER, CLEVER LEAVES
Where to begin? Let’s start with some of the big ones that are slightly related to cannabis 
that may be more related to pharmaceuticals, and that would be  GMP certifi cation. GMP 
certifi cation took at least fi ve years to obtain, we had raised $200 million of venture 
fi nancing to get that.   how many businesses can get back with that level of capital, run cash 
burn negative for fi ve years, just to get a piece of paper. Then the next thing you fi nd out 
is the piece of paper is only half the equation.  Now you have to maintain that piece of paper 
the piece of paper that has to be validated by site audits and other things. And you can’t alter 
your manufacturing process during that period of time when you have that certifi cation. GMP 
is just a different environment you walk into our facility, no watches, no rings   different clothes, 
you have certain procedures to go in and out, it’s foreign for a lot of people, you just have to get 
used to it because it’s half what the building looks like, and probably the more important half 
is the procedures and the culture that surrounds it. And it’s just a very, very different mentality 
that is even hard for even pharmaceutical companies to get. I mean, just as context there is 
one other EU GMP certifi ed company in Colombia and it’s Colombia’s largest pharmaceutical 
manufacturing company called Procast. There are only two companies the whole country that 
has this that’s how much goes into it. 

Then I think probably the next thing is if we’re talking about Europe, you have to deal with 
the new culture. Even within Europe, most people might say okay I need a European team. 
Well, the German team is different than the Portuguese team, is different than a British 
team, which isn’t even technically part of the European Union anymore, there’s a lot of these 
particularities. They can drill down to really basic things like European privacy rules are actually 
more complicated to adapt. Our security cameras can’t capture facial images.   there’s some 
weird things like that you’re not used to. Our security forces in Portugal aren’t allowed to carry 
fi rearms, for example, that goes to a bend, not break kind of mentality for security.  So yeah, 
those are some interesting things.  

Then we’ll get into logistics.  Imagine showing up to an airport in in Colombia and talking to 
a 25-year-old baggage handler and say hey we’re loading 10 kilograms of cannabis onto the 
plane. Okay, that’s new, I haven’t had that one let me call my boss, oh my boss doesn’t know 
what to do with that, let me call his director.  There are some just kind of quirks like that to it. 
Of course, there’s are different labor laws, different ways that you, enter into employment 
contracts in Germany and at certain points, you might even enter worker council territory if the 
employee base is big enough. I mean I could really go in all those directions but that’s a small 
sampling of items.

I’ll probably end with maybe an anecdote. Of all the things that Clever Leaves has accomplished, 
500 employees globally, the NASDAQ, all this stuff and everyone here at the conference has 
accomplished great thing, we kind of chide each other, the most diffi cult thing we ever did 
was upgrade the WiFi in Frankfurt, right. That simple things could be very arduous and 
bureaucratic in terms of getting things done. You just have to be ready for that. And if you’re 
Canadian or American who hasn’t done business over there, again be patient.
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ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
I was lucky earlier in my career I worked in many different countries, so I understand simple 
things like power grids, and the ability to get a T1 line. That said, I mean, I’d love to explore here 
with John if you think about, you’re working cross boarder in North America, the United States 
and Canada. What has been the biggest noticeable difference for you that most people don’t 
really get the Canadian perspective, from the US side of things. They really haven’t studied the 
Canadian way of how cannabis grew up they just kind of put their blinders on and say we’re 
only focused on the US. But you’re one of the few companies who straddles both borders or 
both sides of the border, would love to get your thoughts on how you working there?

JOHN ARBUTHNOT, DELTA 9 CANNABIS
Yeah, I echo that theme, I mean in the Canadian market context, every province is even 
different, so we struggle here in the Canadian market where we are federally regulated by 
Health Canada. We are also regulated within every single province in which we operate. Things 
can be incredible complexity even operating within your own national border. 

From there, you can imagine the hoops you need to jump through to ship genetics from 
Canada to Australia, or Tanzania, or Israel are quite incredible. The layers of red tape that 
you’re going through to execute on those transactions. Take that to our B2B business every 
single jurisdiction has its own iteration of building code fi re code, workplace safety components 
to consider on Project build outs and things like that.  It adds incredible layers of complexity, 
operating nationally and then internationally. But that creates huge opportunity. And I think 
that’s really why all of us are here today there’s a global opportunity that exists as the cannabis 
industry goes from elicit market opportunity to medical and recreational use over the next 
few decades. And I think all of the companies joining today are really on the forefront of that 
opportunity.

ROBERT BREZA, LYTHAM PARTNERS
With that we have reached our time limit, and I want to say thank you to everybody, today. 
And again as a reminder, each company is available for one-on-one meeting. If you have not 
registered, please do so. If you want to send me an email at breza@lythampartners.com, and 
with that, we’ll wrap it up and thank you everybody. Thank you very much.
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AVICANNA INC. (TSX: AVCN )
Avicanna is a diversifi ed and vertically integrated Canadian biopharmaceutical company focused on the research, development and 
commercialization of plant-derived cannabinoid-based products for the global consumer, medical, and pharmaceutical market segments.

Avicanna is an established leader in cannabinoid research and development, which it primarily conducts at its R&D headquarters in the 
Johnson & Johnson Innovation Centre, JLABS @ Toronto, Canada and in collaboration with leading Canadian academic and medical 
institutions. In addition to its developing pharmaceutical pipeline, Avicanna’s team of experts have developed and commercialized several 
industry leading product lines, including: Pura H&W™: an advanced and clinically tested line of CBD consumer derma-cosmetic products; 
and, RHO Phyto™: an advanced line of medical cannabis products containing varying ratios of CBD and THC currently available nation-
wide across Canada in partnership with Medical Cannabis by Shoppers™, a subsidiary of Shoppers Drug Mart. RHO Phyto is the fi rst strictly 
medical formulary of advanced “Cannabis 2.0” products, containing oils, sprays, capsules, creams, and gels, all developed with scientifi c 
rigour, manufactured under GMP standards and supported by pre-clinical data.

With ongoing clinical trials on its derma-cosmetic (Pura H&W), medical cannabis (RHO Phyto) and a pipeline of pharmaceutical products, 
Avicanna’s dedication to researching the important role that cannabinoids play in an increasingly wider scope of products has been at the 
core of the Company’s vision since its inception. Furthermore, Avicanna’s commitment to education is demonstrated through its annual 
medical symposium, the Avicanna Academy educational platform, and the My Cannabis Clinic patient program through its subsidiary 
company.

Avicanna manages its own supply chain including cultivation and extraction through its two majority-owned subsidiaries, Sativa Nativa 
S.A.S. and Santa Marta Golden Hemp S.A.S., both located in Santa Marta, Colombia. Through these sustainable, economical, and industrial 
scale subsidiaries, Avicanna cultivates, processes, and commercializes a range of cannabis and hemp cultivars dominant in CBD, CBG, THC, 
and other cannabinoids for use as active pharmaceutical ingredients. Avicanna’s Avesta Genetica program specializes in the development 
and optimization of rare cultivars for commercial production along with feminized seeds for global export. In June 2020, Avicanna made 
history with a shipment of hemp seeds to the United States of America by completing the fi rst ever export of hemp seeds from Colombia.

CLEVER LEAVES (NASDAQ: CLVR )
Clever Leaves is a multinational cannabis company with an emphasis on ecologically sustainable, large-scale cultivation and 
pharmaceutical-grade cannabinoid processing as the cornerstones of its global cannabis business. With operations and investments in the 
United States, Canada, Colombia, Germany and Portugal, Clever Leaves has created an effective distribution network and global footprint, 
with a foundation built upon capital effi ciency and rapid growth. Clever Leaves aims to be one of the industry’s leading global cannabis 
companies recognized for its principles, people, and performance while fostering a healthier global community. Clever Leaves has received 
multiple international certifi cations that have enabled it to increase its export and sales capacity from its Colombian operations, including 
European Union Good Manufacturing Practices (EU GMP) Certifi cation, a Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) Certifi cation by Colombia 
National Food and Drug Surveillance Institute - Invima, and Good Agricultural and Collecting Practices (GACP) Certifi cation. Clever Leaves 
was granted a license in Portugal from Infarmed – the Portuguese health authority – which allows Clever Leaves to cultivate, import and 
export dry fl ower for medicinal and research purposes. In addition, the Portuguese operation was also granted certifi cation of compliance 
with GACP and IMC-GAP.

DELTA 9 CANNABIS (TSX: DN / OTCQX: DLTNF)
Delta 9 Cannabis Inc. is a vertically integrated cannabis company focused on bringing the highest quality cannabis products to market. 
Delta 9’s wholly-owned subsidiary, Delta 9 Bio-Tech Inc., is a licensed producer of medical and recreational cannabis and operates an 80,000 
square foot production facility in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Delta 9 owns and operates a chain of retail stores under the Delta 9 Cannabis 
Store brand. Delta 9’s shares trade on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol “DN” and on the OTCQX under the symbol “DLTNF”. 
For more information, please visit www.delta9.ca.

KHIRON LIFE SCIENCES (TSXV: KHRN / OTCQX: KHRNF)
Khiron is a leading vertically integrated international medical cannabis company with core operations in Latin America and Europe. 
Leveraging wholly-owned medical health clinics and proprietary telemedicine platforms, Khiron combines a patient-oriented approach, 
physician education programs, scientifi c expertise, product innovation, and agricultural infrastructure to drive prescriptions and brand 
loyalty with patients worldwide. The Company has a sales presence in Colombia, Peru, Germany, UK, and Brazil and is positioned to 
commence sales in Mexico. The Company is led by Co-founder and Chief Executive Offi cer, Alvaro Torres, together with an experienced and 
diverse executive team and Board of Directors.
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Lytham Partners Disclaimer/Disclosures
Lytham Partners, LLC (“Lytham”) provides a range of investor relations services to its clients. The particular services provided vary by client 
and may change from time to time. No Investment Advice: Lytham is not a registered broker-dealer, registered investment adviser or 
fi nancial adviser, nor does it hold itself out to be. All materials presented in this document and/or publications or presentations released 
by Lytham to the public through its website, email, or any other means of transmission are not to be regarded as investment advice, do 
not constitute an endorsement of the company, and are only for informative purposes. Before making a purchase or sale of any securities 
mentioned in this document or in Lytham’s publications or presentations, Lytham strongly encourages and recommends consultation 
with a registered securities representative. This document and/or publications or presentations released by Lytham to the public through 
its website, email, or any other means of transmission do not constitute an offer to purchase or sell securities, and is not to be construed 
as a representation of an offer or a solicitation of any offer by Lytham or its client companies to purchase or sell any security. Lytham or any 
of its affi liates, members, employees, clients, offi cers, directors, and/or their respective families may from time to time purchase or sell, as 
agents or principals, or otherwise hold positions in, securities of its client companies, and are free to buy or sell those positions at will. Any 
such positions may be increased or decreased from time to time in the future without notice. Any information or opinions expressed in 
this document and/or publications or presentations released by Lytham are subject to change without notice. Compensation Information: 
Lytham is compensated for providing investor relations services. Information Sources and Forward-Looking Statements: The information 
contained in this document and/or publications or presentations about Lytham’s clients was obtained from materials available to the 
general public, including the clients’ fi lings with the SEC, documents included on the client’s websites, information provided by the client 
or from other publicly available sources deemed reliable by Lytham. Lytham does not represent or guarantee the accuracy or completeness 
of this information. This information is subject to change without notice and Lytham assumes no responsibility to update the information, 
except as required by law. The information contained in this document and/or publications or presentations about Lytham’s clients may 
contain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (“Reform Act”), as well as 
Regulation FD.  These statements may involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from the forward-
looking statements. Factors which could cause or contribute to such differences are detailed in the company’s public fi lings with the 
United States Securities and Exchange Commission, if available. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date the statement was 
made. Neither the company nor Lytham undertakes, and specifi cally disclaims, any obligation to update any forward-looking statements. 
The company claims the protection of the safe-harbor for forward-looking statements contained in the Reform Act. Any performance data 
quoted represents past performance of the company. There is no guarantee of comparable future results; current performance may be 
higher or lower.

PHOENIX 
4602 E. Thomas Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85018

Offi ce 602.889.9700

NEW YORK 
245 Park Avenue, 39th Floor

New York, NY 10167
Offi ce 646.829.9700

LOS ANGELES
2029 Century Park East, 4th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067
Offi ce: 213.722.6890

info@lythampartners.com
www.lythampartners.com
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